
Live the territory

A story about Prosecco
Cellar visit and wine tasting and cold cuts of Bajta
Walk with the shepherd to the Antonic farm
Seawatching in the Miramare Reserve
Yacht and aperitif in the Gulf of Trieste
Climbing with sea view
Ring of the plateau by e-bike

trieste.green

in partnership with

A story about Prosecco

Cellar visit and wine tasting 
and cold cuts of Bajta

Walk with the shepherd to the Antonic farm

Meet Katrin, a winemaker in 
Contovello and discover her story 
as a young farmer and how, in 
these fields with a spectacular view 
on the Gulf of Trieste, the ancient 
and global history of Prosecco 
sparkling wine was born.

Taste the products of Bajta Karst 
Farm, enter its cellar and discover 
the production techniques of its 
wines and cold cuts.

Live an afternoon as a shepherd, 
immerse yourself in nature and 
taste the dairy products of the 
farm. It is a unique experience in 
touch with nature, history and 
small local producers. You will 
learn about the history of the 
Antonič Farm and, together with 
the shepherd, you will take the 
200 sheep of their flock to graze 
on the paths of Hermada Mount. 
On the way back, there will be 
the opportunity to taste farm-
produced cheeses and some other 
local products. 

WHO IS IT FOR?

for all, maximum 12 people per visit
WHEN

04/06, 23/07, 13/08, 24/09
COST

adults 12€, children from 12 to 18 6€
CONTACTS

+39 040 3798522 
trieste.green@galcarso.eu

WHO IS IT FOR?

for all, maximum 10 people per visit
WHEN

19/06, 31/07
COST

adults 12€, children from 12 to 18 6€ 
CONTACTS

+39 040 9778165 
trieste.green@galcarso.eu
www.trieste.green

WHO IS IT FOR?

for all, maximum 10 people per visit
WHEN

06/06, 13/06, 20/06, 28/08, 04/09
COST

adults 12€, children from 12 to 18 6€
CONTACTS

+39 040 9778165 
trieste.green@galcarso.eu
www.trieste.green

SCAN FOR MORE 
INFORMATION
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Sea-watching in the 
Miramare Reserve

Climbing with a view

Ring of the plateau 
by e-bike

Immerse yourself in one of the most 
significant landscapes in the world 
for the interaction between man and 
the natural landscape. The experience 
will begin with a briefing at the 
Biodiversitario Marino in the Miramare 
Stables, followed by a sea-watching 
tour up to the cliff in front of the 
Miramare Castle. The Miramare Reserve 
is a WWF Marine Reserve.

Enjoy a climb surrounded by 
nature thanks to the Outdoorlab 
organization and thanks to its 
alpine guides, enrolled in the 
Regional College of Alpine Guides 
of Friuli Venezia Giulia.

Take a day and set off by bike to 
discover the karst plateau accompanied 
by an expert guide!

WHO IS IT FOR?

for all, maximum 12 people per visit
WHEN

03/07, 17/07, 24/07, 31/07, 
14/08, 21/08
COST

adults 12€, children from 12 
to 18 years old 6€
CONTACTS

+39 040 9778165 
trieste.green@galcarso.eu
www.trieste.green

WHO IS IT FOR?

for all, maximum 6 people per visit
WHEN

06/06, 04/07, 08/08, 05/09
COST

adults 18€, children from 12 to 18 9€ 
CONTACTS

+39 040 9778165 
trieste.green@galcarso.eu
www.trieste.green

WHO IS IT FOR?

for all, maximum 10 people per visit
WHEN

12/06, 17/07, 21/08, 11/09
COST

adults 18€, children from 12 to 18 9€
CONTACTS

+39 040 9778165 
trieste.green@galcarso.eu
www.trieste.green

Yacth and aperitif 
in the Gulf of Trieste

On board the Roberta III vintage 
yacht, entirely made of wood, you 
will be able to discover the beauties 
of the gulf of Trieste. During the 
tour you will head towards the 
Duino cliffs, delighting the palates 
with a fresh aperitif of local wines 
while admiring the beauty of the 
protected nature reserve, site of the 
future Karst geo-park, at sunset.

WHO IS IT FOR?

adults, maximum 6 seats per visit
WHEN

05/06, 14/08, 28/08
COST

50€
CONTACTS

+39 040 9778165 
trieste.green@galcarso.eu
www.trieste.green
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